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					With the right strategies and tactics, it’s possible to generate additional revenue and make money from your app. In this article, we will explore six effective ways to monetize a mobile app and discuss how to use them to maximize your earnings.

In-App Purchases

You can offer users the ability to gain access to additional content or special items by making an in-app purchase. This strategy works especially well for games, where players need virtual items or special abilities to play the game successfully. An added bonus is that you don’t have to pay any commission fees if users make their purchases directly within your app.

Subscriptions

Subscriptions offer another great way to make money with your mobile app. Users will pay a recurring fee in exchange for exclusive content, access=to additional features or premium services on the app. When it comes to subscription plans, it is important to find and strike the right balance between what users are willing to pay and the value they will get back in return.

Ads

Ads are popular choice when it comes to monetization strategies for mobile apps – especially when combined with other strategies such as subscriptions or in-app purchases. By including ads in your app, you can generate extra income by displaying relevant ads according to user interests and preferences. It’s important however, that ads don’t interfere too much with user experience or disrupt their flow through the app; otherwise users may become frustrated and choose a different solution provider instead of yours.

Sponsorships

Sponsorship is another avenue for earning money from your mobile app, especially if there is a mutual benefit involved from both parties – such as brand recognition on your side and an increased customer base on theirs’. It all boils down however, on finding the right partners who share the same target customers and who are willing promote their brand through yours’ – something that may take some time but is worth exploring nonetheless!

Affiliate Marketing

Affiliate marketing provides an opportunity for additional revenue streams when users download other apps after clicking on banners inside yours’. This strategy works particularly well if integrated strategically across webpages/apps that already have a lot of traffic coming through them as it increases conversions – provided that all affiliate partners have strong brands/products behind them!

6 Paid Downloads

The last option – although not necessarily mutually exclusive with previous ones – involves creating a paid version of your mobile app available via online stores such as Google Play Store or Apple App Store among others; usually accompanied by free versions containing limited functionalities & content so that users can test out before deciding weather or not investing into its full version makes sense for them (or not).

Depending on how successful this strategy turns out to be; most times than not, developers look at releasing seasonal updates while also offering discounts during seasonal periods like christmas etc…

Overall monetizing your mobile application doesn’t come easy no matter what strategies you choose nor do there exist silver bullets; more often than not, success depends largely on market trends & cultural acceptance, so bear this in mind when deciding what techniques that suits you best

Mobile devices have become essential component of our daily lives in this digital age. According to Statista, there will be 3.8 billion smartphone users worldwide in 2021, with that figure predicted to rise to 4.3 billion by 2023.

With such a massive number of users, mobile devices have become a crucial platform for businesses to reach and engage with their target audience. However, it takes more than just creating a mobile app or website to attract and convert users. Here are some tips to inspire, engage, and convert mobile users:

	Offer a Seamless User Experience

A smooth user experience is one of the most critical factors of engaging mobile users. This comprise of a simple user interface, simple navigation, and quick loading speeds. Users can be irritated by slow loading times, and they are more likely to abandon an app or website if it takes too long to load. As a result, it is critical to optimise your app or website for mobile devices in order to deliver a seamless user experience.
	Personalize Your Content

Personalization is another crucial element of engaging mobile users. With so many options available, users are more likely to engage with an app or website that offers personalized content. Personalization can take many forms, such as targeted push notifications, customized content recommendations, or personalized offers based on a user’s past behavior.
	Use Visuals to Tell Your Story

Visuals are a powerful way to engage mobile users. Using images, videos, and infographics can help communicate your message effectively and keep users engaged. However, it is essential to optimize visuals for mobile devices, as large file sizes can slow down the user experience.
	Use Gamification Techniques

Gamification is an effective way to engage and motivate users. This involves incorporating game-like elements such as rewards, badges, and leaderboards to encourage users to engage with your app or website. Gamification can be used to incentivize users to complete tasks, such as filling out a form or making a purchase.
	Provide Social Proof

Social proof is a powerful tool for converting mobile users. When users see that others have had a positive experience with your app or website, they are more likely to trust and engage with your brand. This can take many forms, such as user reviews, ratings, or social media mentions.
	Use Calls-to-Action

CTAs can be used to persuade users to do something specific, such as download an app, make a purchase, or sign up for a subscription. CTAs should be clear, concise, and placed in prominent locations to ensure they are easily visible to users.
	Provide Excellent Customer Service

Providing excellent customer service is crucial for retaining mobile users. Users who have a positive experience with your brand are more likely to recommend it to others and continue to engage with your app or website. Therefore, it is important to respond promptly to user queries and complaints and provide a personalized experience to build trust and loyalty.


Finally, understanding the needs of your customers is paramount when it comes to engaging with them on their favorite platform – their smartphone! Businesses need to understand what motivates them in order to create an ideal user experience that encourages people to stick around after they’re done browsing. Ways in which you can do this include delivering personalised messages based off of customer data (such as location), incentivizing customers with discounts or offers when they make purchases online through their phones and creating customer loyalty programs which reward returning customers for repeat visits using their phone’s browser history or e-mail address.

In conclusion, by taking into account all of these elements – having a website that is optimized for mobile devices; creating content tailored towards visual learners; and understanding customer needs – businesses will be able deliver an engaging experience that inspires trust among customers while increasing conversion rates on their site among mobile users too!

Engaging and converting mobile users requires a combination of factors, including a seamless user experience, personalized content, visuals, gamification techniques, social proof, CTAs, and excellent customer service. By implementing these strategies, businesses can build a loyal user base and increase their chances of success in today’s competitive mobile landscape.

As technology continue to develop, mobile apps are becoming an increasingly popular way for young millennials to shop during the holiday season. No longer do they have to brace for long lines, fight through swarms of customers or spend hours searching for just the right present. Instead, all they need is a smartphone and a reliable internet connection to find great deals, coupons or bargains and complete their shopping with ease.

Who are The millennials?

The term ‘Millenials’ refers to those born between 1980 and 2000 which makeup 25% of today’s population.

As these young millennials become more tech-savvy, they embrace new technologies such as mobile apps for holiday shopping. Mobile apps offer more convenience than traditional retail outlets; users can browse products anytime, anywhere and compare prices in a matter of seconds providing them with greater options compared to physical stores that may have limited stock selection or higher prices due to overhead costs.

Not only are millennials taking advantage of these features, but they are also benefitting from discounts not available offline while also avoiding costly delivery fees as most platforms offer free shipping depending on its total value.

Research has shown that: of the millennial holiday shoppers, 92% said they use their mobile phones while shopping, compared to 73% of all shoppers who were surveyed at the time of the research.

All shoppers, including millennials, primarily use mobile to find deals, coupons and/or promo codes for stores nearby; compare prices from other stores or online; and find store locations.

The survey also found mobile shopping apps are popular, since 78% of millennials said they are willing to use shopping apps this holiday season – compared to 67% of all shoppers surveyed.

More than 80% of millennial holiday shoppers said they are interested in mobile app notifications on holiday sales, while about 65% of all surveyed either receive – or would consider signing up to receive – mobile alerts on the latest deals.

While 57% of all surveyed prefer to shop alone, millennials are 94% more likely than all others to shop with friends or family members.

Why younger consumers prefer to use apps for holiday shopping.

Alongside convenience, studies show that millennials view mobile shopping as being more fun than traditional methods offering additional interactive elements such as product reviews or direct customer service access.

Millennials also prefer online retailers based on their ability to personalize their shopping experience by delivering products tailored around their tastes & preferences based on previous purchases etc—all without leaving home.

This combined with timely notifications about special offers & deals further encourage users towards utilizing mobile apps when completing their holiday shopping.

Benefits of Mobile Shopping For Millenials

Apart from greater convenience and personalization options mentioned earlier, there are other unique benefits associated when it comes to buying gifts through dedicated apps as opposed to physical stores or websites—such as being able to save items wish lists that can be shared among family/friends so they too may purchase.

Alongside this users can even benefit from loyalty programs where points can be earned towards discounts and cashback rewards further increasing customer satisfaction & retention!

Additionally many providers offer gift cards which allow users purchase products across multiple sites all within one platform making organisation simpler while saving time!

It is clear that young millennials are embracing mobile applications when it comes completing holiday shopping tasks due to convenience these provide alongside attractive features like personalization and loyalty offers. However, potential issues regarding data protection privacy mean extra caution must be taken before proceeding with any purchase!

With this said, understanding important points which help choose best app according needs including making sure compatible current devices being used also crucial taking full advantage what available !

Ultimately following advice above will ensure seamless experience sorting presents loved ones easier ever before allowing everyone enjoy festive period greater peace mind than usual !

In order to optimize current processes and increase growth for your organisation, attending a growth marketing conference is an essential way to gain valuable insights into the industry. Growth marketing conferences provide attendees with invaluable resources as well as specific guidance on how to apply what they have learned after the event ends.

This article looks at some of the key things anyone can learn from attending a growth marketing conference

The Latest Trends in Marketing

A growth marketing conference can be an excellent opportunity to learn about the latest trends and emerging technologies in marketing. Some of these trends include:

Artificial Intelligence(AI) and machine learning in marketing: AI and machine learning are increasingly being used to automate marketing processes and personalize marketing messages.

The importance of personalization in marketing: As consumers become more sophisticated, personalized marketing messages are becoming increasingly important.

The rise of influencer marketing: Influencer marketing is becoming a popular way for brands to reach new audiences by partnering with social media influencers who have large followings.

Developing a Structured and Effective Strategy

Once you have gained basic insights into growth marketing practices, it is crucial to develop a structured and effective strategy in order to create lasting results within your organization or project. This requires taking an analytical approach when measuring progress and analyzing results in order to adjust strategies accordingly. Additionally, having insight into customer acquisition costs (CAC), reducing customer churn rates (CCR), improving lifetime value (LTV) of customers and segmentation approaches that help identify high value prospects will also help in formulating effective strategies for success.

Identifying Your Target Audience and Their Needs

When understanding the basics of growth marketing, it’s important to identify your target audience and assess their needs in order to cater your campaigns towards them appropriately. Knowing who you are targeting allows you to tailor-fit messages according to their preferences while modifying adverts based on demographics—ultimately helping you understand why they make certain decisions while providing them with more tailored content across platforms.

Using Data To Drive Decisions And Implement Solutions

Using data-driven decisions is vital when implementing solutions within your organization or project. Not only does data allow businesses to make smarter decisions but it helps predict potential customer behavior which can result in increased sales efficiency. Utilizing analytics software such as Google Analytics will give valuable user insights that can be used in decision making while helping measure return on advertising spend towards campaigns accurately.

Leveraging Digital Tools For Maximum Impact

Growth marketing isn’t just about creating a solid strategy — harnessing digital tools is essential too when trying to maximize the reach of campaigns through multiple channels simultaneously. Tools like MailChimp or Hootsuite are great starting points when setting up automated processes that can reach out without manual intervention while ensuring minimal errors and better organizational performance than ever before – allowing readers react quickly once messages reach their inboxes or newsfeeds!

Utilizing A/B Testing To Fine Tune Your Campaigns

An effective way to fine tune any campaign is through A/B testing — this involves identifying elements from different versions of ads which leads us towards making informed changes that result in improved outcomes once applied consistently throughout all channels being utilized during a campaign period. This could range from adjusting title texts on emails or tweaking images used on platforms like Instagram; by understanding what works best for our target audiences we can ensure greater engagement within our campaigns!

Establishing Clear Goals And Objectives For Measurement

In order for any organisation or business venture to succeed longterm it’s essential that we define quantifiable goals & objectives based on key performance indicators such as website visits or ROI—this allows us measure progress over time while ensuring everything stays aligned with our overall company/project mission statement & vision board as we evolve over time towards achieving success!

Applying What You’ve Learned After The Event

Attending a growth marketing conference provides attendees both invaluable resources & actual guidance so they may apply whatever knowledge they have acquired after leaving the event with confidence & purpose—providing additional value not just limited within theoretical discussion but offering practical advice backed up real life experiences which are shared amongst attendees allowing everyone involved benefit beyond expectation!

At its core attending such conferences revolves around learning from experts who can provide actionable insights into optimizing current processes by utilizing established best practices related specifically towards growing companies quickly despite today’s market environment—by dedicating oneself continuously in this ever evolving field success will eventually be inevitable yet it all starts at the right place first—the right growth marketing conference!

Offline affiliate marketing is a growing trend amongst retailers, who are shifting their focus away from crowded, competitive online channels. By partnering with bloggers, social media influencers, and other non-digital content creators, they are able to access new audiences and drive sales using more traditional methods.

In this article, we will look into the pros and cons of offline affiliate marketing. Benefits include tapping into a wider range of potential customers as well as increased trustworthiness through endorsement from credible non-digital sources. On the other hand, challenges include difficulties in tracking success rate accurately as well as high costs associated with this approach.

In today’s inter-connected world, it is easy to assume that all marketing efforts should be focused only on digital channels. However, this is not the case, as more and more retailers are now taking on offline affiliate marketing approach which is becoming increasingly popular.

What is Offline Affiliate Marketing?

To understand offline affiliate marketing, let’s first define what we mean by affiliate marketing. Offline marketing is a form of marketing where an advertiser partners with an individual or organization (the affiliate) to promote their products or services. The affiliate earns a commission for each sale that they drive to the advertiser’s website.

Traditionally, affiliate marketing has always been done online, through channels that include blog posts, social media, and email marketing. But in recent years, some retailers have started to explore offline affiliate marketing. This involves partnering with individuals or organizations who have an audience in the real world, such as bloggers, podcasters, or even brick-and-mortar stores.

Why are Retailers Focusing on Offline Affiliate Marketing?

There are several reasons why some retailers are shifting their focus to offline affiliate marketing:

Less competition: With so many retailers competing for attention online, it can be hard to stand out. By partnering with non-digital content creators, retailers can reach new audiences who may not be exposed to their products through online channels.

More targeted reach: By partnering with affiliates who have a specific niche or audience, retailers can reach consumers who are more likely to be interested in their products.

Greater trust: Consumers often trust recommendations from individuals or organizations they know and respect. By partnering with affiliates who have an established reputation, retailers can benefit from this trust and increase their sales.

Diversification: By exploring offline affiliate marketing, retailers can diversify their marketing efforts and reduce their reliance on any one channel.

Challenges of Offline Affiliate Marketing

While there are certainly benefits to offline affiliate marketing, there are also some challenges to consider:

Difficulty tracking results: Unlike online affiliate marketing, it can be harder to track the results of offline marketing efforts. Retailers may need to rely on unique discount codes or other tracking mechanisms to measure the effectiveness of their campaigns.

Logistics: Coordinating with offline affiliates can be more complicated than working with digital partners. Retailers may need to provide physical materials (such as flyers or product samples) or coordinate in-person events.

Limited reach: Depending on the nature of the offline affiliate, the reach of the campaign may be limited.

While offline affiliate marketing is not a new concept, it is becoming more popular among retailers looking for new ways to reach customers. Retailers can diversify their marketing efforts and reach new audiences who may not be exposed to their products through online channels by partnering with non-digital content creators.

While there are certainly challenges to consider, the benefits of offline affiliate marketing make it a strategy worth exploring for retailers who want to stand out in a crowded digital landscape.

A Survey of Consumers Who Use Mobile Devices To Shop

The boundaries between digital and offline shopping is becoming increasingly difficult to distinguish. Customers eagerly participate in both types of shopping experiences, sometimes at the same rate. However, It is the responsibility of retailers to cater to both physical and virtual demands from their customers.

To meet these needs, retailers must invest in technology that bridge the gap between the two. This will enable shoppers to have a positive experience regardless of where they are on their journey, providing optimum service throughout and consequently leading to higher customer retention.

One of the most notable growing trends retailers are already utilising as a bridge in our new mixed-presence retail environment is Coupons.

Using Coupons As A Bridge

Traditional discounts and everyday low prices are no longer enough to satisfy customers accustomed to deals. To stay on top of ever-changing consumer habits, retailers are now making use of coupons as a key tactic.

These can be found online but used in-store, thus bridging the gap between digital and physical channels. This lets shoppers get a clear understanding of the product they are interested in, makes them more likely to buy and recommend it, and provides brands with valuable customer data.

The future of shopping is all about choices and experiences; those with both online and physical presences have an advantage when it comes to providing innovative services that consumers will come back to. It is up to retailers to earn their customers’ vote by offering seamless omnichannel experiences tailored to each individual’s unique interests.

How distinct are the online and in-store shopping experiences? How far has the online experience come in replicating what you can do in a store?

The following report is based on a survey of about 1000 Americans who have used their mobile devices to shop. From this survey, “Shopping” was defined as any activity encompassing the broader shopping experience, including browsing, discovering a new product, reading product reviews, researching a purchase, checking with friends or experts about what to buy, asking the retailer questions about a product, purchasing a product, returning a product, sharing details of a purchase on social media, and so on.

From a survey carried out to uncover how mobile and online shopping are impacting the overall shopping experience. The following were discovered

Key Findings:

77% of consumers research product information online while shopping in a store, with Millennials being the most likely to do so (85%) and Baby Boomers being less so (63%);

62% purchased the item they were considering after checking online; 49% bought in-store and 48% bought online;

91% went into a store because of an online experience – 60% because of email promotions, 59% from finding an online coupon, and 52% from viewing an online circular;

Online shopping is preferred for researching purchases (71%) and case finding of a specific items, whilst in-store better serves returns (64%), knowing what is being bought (53%) and establishing relationships with merchants (51%);

63% shop online while watching TV

28% shop online while socializing with friends

24% shop online while in a coffee shop or restaurant

22% shop online while commuting or moving between locations

74% have made an impulse purchase in a store in the past month; 65%, online; 23%, from traditional newspaper circulars compared to 22%, Facebook; 13%, Twitter; 13%, Pinterest.

22% do less shopping online due to changes to sales tax

Mobile was by far the preferred technology according to the survey. Smartphones were the most popular devices (92 percent) for in-store research, followed closely by tablets. For conducting in-store research when shopping, search engines (84 percent) and Amazon (76 percent) were the most common online resources, while more than one-third (37 percent) identified social media as a resource.

Black Friday is a colloquial term for the Friday after Thanksgiving in the United States, which traditionally marks the start of the Christmas shopping season in the United States

Part of what happens during this period of Black Friday is what has come to be known as Cyber Week.

The Term Cyber Week is a marketing term that refers to the period of online shopping that takes place following the Thanksgiving holiday in the United States. It begins on the Monday following Thanksgiving, which is called Cyber Monday, and continues to Saturday (Small Business Saturday), Cyber Monday, till the week ends.

During Cyber Week, retailers offer significant discounts and promotions on their online stores to encourage customers to shop, find and save. Cyber Week has become increasingly popular in recent years as more consumers have shifted their shopping habits online.

We recently conducted a Cyber Week survey to gain insights into consumer behavior, preferences, and attitudes towards Black Friday. The survey looked at responses from several participants across the United States and around the world, and we were able to compare their views to those of previous years.

According to our findings, 95% of the people earlier surveyed plan to participate in the black Friday and Cyber Monday again this year. However, while 40% anticipate spending less due to inflation, almost a third believe they will spend more.

One of the most surprising things that was discovered was that shopping in stores, which used to be a busy tradition after Thanksgiving, had become less popular as more people prefer to shop online.

Although the results still show that heading to stores during the holidays is still trendy, with 63% of respondents stating that they consider brick-and-mortar Black Friday shopping to be an unmissable tradition. However, despite this general view, The majority of people will shop online for Black Friday and Cyber Monday, this is largely driven by the younger generations, including Millennials, Gen Y, and Gen Z, who will shop online more.

According to the survey, customers are split about evenly between those who prefer buying online and those who prefer shopping in-person, with one-third planning to do both.

A more in-depth examination of the survey’s findings paints a vivid picture of what to expect during the Black Friday.

Key Objective:

The purpose of the study was to gain insight into how consumers research and prepare for Black Friday shopping, particularly the role of mobile devices. People still often rely on traditional media such as newspapers/TV for information on sales, yet email circulars and online sources are equally consulted. 82% would be receptive to receiving email updates, 58% to mobile notifications regarding Black Friday offers. Two-thirds use or are willing to use their mobiles to check prices or find sales in proximity.

The motivations for Black Friday shopping were also assessed; 59% have at least once left home before 5am for shopping trips resulting in electronic items, Christmas gifts and/or toys being purchased- generally due to the sales, but also spurred by the competition of finding a good deal or fulfilled by setting up a tradition devoted to it.

From the survey, it was discovered that:

Despite concerns about inflation, many shoppers plan to spend more than before during Black Friday sales, with the average consumer estimating to spend $528 on-sale items from $422 three years ago.

Due to economic uncertainties, close to 40% of customers will spread their holiday shopping over a more extended period of time, while 41% missed the excitement of in-person Black Friday shopping, and instant gratification was the top reason for visiting physical stores.

Immediate satisfaction and the in-store experience were significant for Gen Z respondents, with 79% claiming it as the primary reason for visiting stores, and 39% prefer shopping in brick-and-mortar stores than before the pandemic.

Customers expect retailers to integrate technology in the in-store shopping experience, like smart shopping carts, aisle-finding apps, digital coupons, and promo codes. Customers also plan to incorporate the metaverse into their shopping this year.

Retailers should expect customers to shop online and in-stores and prepare to fulfill their heightened purchasing expectations in either channel.

One-fifth of surveyed customers plan to spend at least, $1,000 during holiday shopping period, this marks an increase by 40% when compared to the previous Black Friday. The majority of people will spend between $200 to $599 during the Cyber Week.

Gen X will most likely spend $1,000 or more on holiday shopping, those that have a household income of over $100,000 will also likely spend $1,000 on holiday shopping.

Millennials, Gen Y, and Gen Z will likely shop more online for Black Friday and Cyber Monday deals. Walmart, Target, and shopping malls will be the popular places for Black Friday shopping.

Clothing, electronics, and toys are the most purchased items during Black Friday and Cyber Monday while Small Business Saturday purchases will be clothing and arts and crafts supplies.

A quarter of shoppers will complete their holiday shopping a week before Christmas, and almost 80% of consumers agree that retail locations should be closed on Thanksgiving.

In Conclusion, Online information is important for helping Black Friday shoppers plan their shopping trip, and mobile is growing in importance as technology advances. Black Friday is all about the deals to find and save, but the most enthusiastic Black Friday shoppers view it as an event or possibly even a game.

 

Some industry experts around the world were asked what the year will hold for the location-based marketing, advertising and commerce space. 24 interesting predictions were received from a variety of experts representing different companies such as Constant Contact, Dstillery, GoDaddy, Kenshoo, Placed, Yext and many more, in a research carried out by Local Search Association. Specifically, these predictions came in from:

	David McIninch, CRO, Acquisio
	Lynn Tornabene, CMO, AffinityX
	Raphaël Iscar, Head of Marketing and Communications, Agendize
	Manish Patel, CEO, Brandify
	Ellen Brezniak, SVP, Customer Operations, Constant Contact
	Ted Paff, CEO, Customer Lobby
	Ravi Sundararaman, Group Product Manager, Marketing, DataSphere
	Anthony J. Vela Jr., Vice President, Senior Media Consultant, Donald R. Harvey Inc.
	Lauren Moores (PhD), VP, Strategy, Dstillery
	Steven Aldrich, Senior Vice President, Business Applications, GoDaddy
	Anna Chandler, SEO Specialist, Go Local Interactive
	Christine Bensen, SVP, Media Strategy, iCrossing
	Nate Young, Director, Business Development, Kenshoo
	Nick Neels, Head of Local Search Marketing, Location3 Media
	David Shim, Founder & CEO, Placed
	Frost Prioleau, CEO, Simpli.fi
	Manpreet Singh, President, TalkLocal
	CJ Arseneau, VP of Marketing, Telmetrics
	Rick Bastian, Strategic Partnerships and Business Development Manager, UpCity
	Jeff Tomlin, CMO, Vendasta
	Grace Chan, VP Product, Wanderful Media
	Sonali Engineer, Manager, Paid Search, We Simplify the Internet (WSI)
	Ginger E. Jones, Co-Owner, WebPunch
	Liz Walton, Director of Marketing, Yext


 

 2016 Predictions for Location-Based Marketing, Advertising & Commerce   from Localogy

Check out all the predictions here 
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